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Abstract 

In this research, we predicted sales of OnePlus cell phone models using Amazon reviews 

information extracted from Amazon.in. Starting with extraction, classifying and then cleaning 

of data, particularly it’s showed that how different web and text mining techniques can be 

applied to organise this unstructured text data in a numerical and computable format which 

further can be used in Algorithmic models in R. For prediction we have used multiple 

regression models as MLR, SVM and TS prediction, the resultant data of each regression model 

is then compared and depending on these results the best model is selected. Additionally, using 

Tableau we presented results in the form of line/bar graphs of each model and how the end 

results are different when compared based on sales, month, year and as a whole. The result is 

more targeted on the sales prediction of any product sold on amazon and reviewed by customers 

on Amazon. 
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1. Introduction 

Now a days there are large amount of reviews available online on numerous e-commerce sites. 

Besides offering products to the customers these websites also take feedback from these 

customers to know if the product is liked or disliked by the customer, by the help of these 

feedback (Reviews) a customer needing to buy a specific product can know the insight of all 

the products present on an e-commerce website. In the beginning only, some of the websites 

showed these feedback to the customer but as the time passed customers start checking the 

reviews of a product and dependent on its rating and comments decide whether to buy a product 

or not, In one of the surveys (ReviewTrackers, 2018) it’s discussed that how negative reviews 

effects the decision of customer to not buy a product, many initiatives are taken by the brand 

to keep their customers happy and likewise the reviews positive. 

In their process of buying/comparing a product they need to find useful information as quickly 

as possible, but Amazon made it easy adding a field Rating of every single review by its side 

which is measured on the scale of five. How much a customer likes/recommends a product to 

anyone else. According to the marks given out of 5 if a product gets 4.0 or above means it’s a 

very good product and the customer likes that product. Also, if some other customer is 

searching for reviews and found any of the reviews which is helpful for him/her and he clicks 

on helpful button. A different field is populated i.e. how many people finds a review helpful. 

However, product reviews (from other that amazon) are not accompanied by 5-star rating and 

helpful to people system. 

All these reviews are given by a genuine customer as only the customer who bought products 

from Amazon can give a review on that product, but no other person can which is also specified 

in every review. However, it’s tough to predict the sales in coming month or week of that 

product without considering the reviews of these people, if there is problem in even one model 

then people may stop buying other models of cell phones too. Therefore, models able to predict 

the sales using ratings and helpful to people is very important. Getting all supporting 

columns which may cause variance in sales of a product are to be considered. 

Nevertheless, this predictive analysis come with some challenges as the sales are not just 

dependent on the reviews but many more aspects which may come from the people perspective 

or may be some changes in a specific brand. As all users have different perspective and does 

not see a product in the same way. In this research a single year’s data is used which is of 9 

different cell phone models of OnePlus and likewise the sales of each model are different from 
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each other (price, specifications, camera) and with the launch of every new product having high 

end finishing and new features increases its sales and decreases the sales of old model. This 

research is not model specific but brand specific as OnePlus sell cell phones and no other 

product so only the cell phone review’s data is considered. 

 The question that arises is how this data can be predicted using reviews. One of the solutions 

is to rely on machine learning algorithms which will help in predicting the total sales of these 

products considering other values of the same review and how efficiently that helps in 

predicting the sales. For an instance, depending on the launch date(month) of a new product 

the sales may increase also if the rating given by many customers is above 4.0 out of 5. while 

on the other hand rating is 2.0 or below tend to decrease in sale, but that totally depends on the 

sum of rating in that month given by customers. If average rating is good, then sales always 

tends to increase. 

Three different approaches will be presented, which are Multiple linear regression, Support 

vector machine and Time series prediction. Practically Multiple linear regression is a simple 

regression and used to predict numerical values while it’s a good baseline to predict a value 

based on one or more other numerical values. While on the other hand Support vector 

regression is a technique which is based on support vectors that plays a significant role in 

predicting the sales value after training the data according to the machine learning algorithm 

and then testing it with the test data which is produced by the existing dataset. Lastly, time 

series prediction will be used/performed which is important to predict the sales of next month 

or year (depending on data) as this algorithm first classifies the data into seasons/cycles 

depending on the date of review to predict the result. 

All these algorithm uses different aspects and algorithms which gives different result, but our 

aim is to find the most efficient model amongst these models. 

Dissertation roadmap 

• Chapter 2 provides information about the techniques used in gathering data, the 

languages used in data extraction, next step is discussion on the use of cleaning 

extracted data and making it ready to use in R (converting text to numerical columns). 

All related researches are also discussed further in this chapter. 

• Later Chapter 3 is devoted to step by step methodology which is followed to complete 

the research with discussion about the use of data, findings differ from small functions 

to explaining the results in depth and how is it relevant to the research, which is then 
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compared to each other and depending on the comparison finding the efficiency of each 

algorithm amongst the three i.e. MLR, SVM and TS prediction is shown in  chapter 5. 

• The objective of 4th chapter was to explain how this dissertation falls within the given 

design of artefact and showing what steps are to be followed to attain the results. 
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2. Literature Review 

This Chapter consists of 3 major sections. First section provides a brief discussion over existing 

researches and their relevance to this research, which can be overcome using data analytics 

techniques, second section is the discussion about the process of data extraction and its 

usefulness for this research. The third section gives the idea about the tools and formulas that 

needs to be used for better efficiency of the results. 

2.1. What Classification techniques can be used? 

The paper (Naaman, Boase, and Lai 2010) depicts that for classification of words a different 

type of analysis is required. The paper discusses a classification technique of tweets which is 

effective for making sales predictions for a brand. While other classifications of sentences or 

words exist (Naaman, Boase, and Lai 2010), these classifications are aimed at classifying text 

in general, or at detecting specific types of sentences, such as spam (Wang 2010; Benevenuto 

et al. 2010), where there may be many types of spams from a competitor or any group of people 

which are interested in improving/spoiling a brand name. These types of spams lately affect in 

changing results of the efficiency of an Artefact. 

Bollen, Mao and Zeng (2011) predicted the stock market using Twitter tweets. They also relied 

on a sentiment analysis of tweets in general. Like one more analysis, they used Granger test to 

predict whether Tweets can be used to forecast stock market index, concluding that this is 

indeed possible. Zhang, Fuehres, and Gloor (2011) also predicted the stock market. (Dijkman 

et al. 2015) discuss how the prediction of Box office sales is directly proportional to the fraction 

of tweets, and the influence of tweets on sales, also by sending vouchers using Twitter can raise 

the sales. 

These Researches weren’t efficient enough as most of it was performed before 6-7 years where 

they tried to predict the sales based on just the frequency of tweets but not analysing data 

through any specific classification technique or Natural language processing and moreover 

there was no numeric values like sales data or any kind of rating which is present in amazon 

reviews i.e. the rating out of 5 as well as the price of all products on which the reviews are 

given this is a very big layback in these researches which will be covered in this research as to 

predict the sales understanding the tweets is very important. 
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2.2. Research on Amazon Data which is directly corelated to sales. 

In Shannon (2017, pp. 1-5) used amazon data to predict Amazon review helpfulness is a kind 

of data that can be extracted from amazon reviews, which shows the review’s importance and 

the people who are looking for the product online, if it helped them in taking decision of buying 

or knowing more about the product. Where in this research the dataset was already available 

with the author which was clean and sampled. Using this data, she performed some algorithms 

and got different results, but there was no field as price which is extracted and used in this 

research. 

By this research I found that Amazon review data was available online and there are much 

more fields which can be taken in consideration, these reviews which are already present on 

Amazon are much more relevant as the people who reviewed about a product on Amazon are 

genuine and has that specific product they reviewed about, also if they are genuine reviewers 

then sales factor is corelated to their review. As the people who reviewed on Amazon there is 

a yellow mark beside the review which specifies that a review is related to verified purchase 

which is given by Amazon and not any third party. Which you may see in picture below. 

 

Figure 1: Verified Purchase 

All the details regarding a product is given in this single review i.e. review by date, title, review, 

Model which this person bought, helpful to number of people and at the top price of this 

product. Which needs to be scraped using APIs and saved in a database. Where rating is out of 

5 star and ‘helpful to people’ may be varying from 1 to infinity. These are 2 other measures 

which is corelated to sales, price and popularity of sales. As OnePlus is mostly sold on Amazon 

other than any commercial business websites. So that the efficiency of prediction of sales will 

be improved by using Amazon review data. 
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2.3.  Algorithms used for Sales prediction. 

In Angadi et al. (2015, pp. 1-6) shows how R can be used in prediction of stock markets and 

what all packages can be used to predict the figures which are present in the dataset. In this 

research also, the plots and the prediction points are predicted depending on the existing data 

by different techniques and formulas, which is useful in prediction.  

Unlike the data in research Angadi et al. (2015, pp. 1-6), In this research extracted sales data 

of previous 1 year i.e. 2017 June to 2018 June and which can be divided in different datasets 

i.e. test dataset and training set by using which the researcher will be able to predict the sales 

per month of OnePlus as a whole. Taking all these figures in consideration it’s found out that 

in prediction of sales some algorithms can be very useful like Linear regression or multiple 

linear regression, Support vector regression and Time series analysis and then compare all the 

three techniques to predict the result using all these formulas in predicting the sales from 

present data. 

For analytical visualization, different type of Plots i.e. Bar graphs, charts, 3D Graphs can be 

produced using R and a short summary of that Plot can be seen using different type of packages 

and methods in the following, the important machine learning algorithms used in this research 

is reviewed. 

2.4. Linear Regression 

In Schneider et al. (2010, pp. 776-782) it’s mentioned that through Linear regression the 

relationship between a dependent and the independent variables can be described statistically, 

and the values of a dependent variable can be estimated or predicted from the observed values 

of independent variable. In Linear regression dependent variables are always Continuous and 

independent variables are Continuous or categorial. 

There are many types of regression such as Linear, Cox, Logistic, Poisson. But in linear 

regression independent data is needed as the data consists of Ratings and Helpful to people so 

using Linear regression in the start will suit and a primary prediction can be seen using this in 

R. Using Multivariable Linear regression will be more suitable for the amazon data as there are 

2 dependent variables on sales i.e. Rating, Helpful to people and even month of date can be 

used as one of the variables. 

The dependent variable is described as a linear function of the independent variable in 

Multivariable regression model. It is needed as in many of the cases contribution of a single 
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dependent variable is not enough and multiple variables shows more accurate results as 

prediction should never be done keeping just one condition in consideration. 

In Barbara D. K., Donald R. (1999, pp.34-44), where the authors discussed about how a specific 

data set should be divided into 2 types that is training data set and test dataset. Training dataset 

is the dataset which is used to train an algorithm in my research that will be linear regression 

which helps the algorithm to predict a value based on one or more dependent variables. Test 

dataset is also very important in prediction as this is the dataset which is checked in on the 

results of training dataset. Linear regression using R checks the error and efficiency of the 

prediction using this training set and test set. In this training set is 9 years data and test set are 

last year’s data, as algorithm runs on 9 years data and predicts the last year’s data. Now the 

accuracy can be predicted by checking the result of algorithm and actual data from last year. 

Comparing the result and real data the efficiency and correctness of linear regression can be 

known. The formula needs to be used in linear regression models is  

𝑦 = 𝛃0 + ∑ 𝛃𝑖𝐗𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1   

Here n is the number of independent variable and i equals sample size. 

This formula can also be used for multiple linear regression by adding 2 or more dependent 

variables i.e. 

𝑦 = 𝛃0 + 𝛃1𝐗1𝑖  +  𝛃2𝐗2𝑖 

Where 𝛃1𝐗1𝑖 is first independent variable and 𝛃2𝐗2𝑖 is second independent variable. 

 

2.5. Support Vector Regression 

According to research by Karatzoglou et al. (2006, pp.1-7) Support vector learning is based on 

ideas which originated in statistical learning but is also a simple idea. Moreover, it’s said that 

SVR (Support vector regression) as a linear algorithm in a complex space but it does not 

involve any high-level calculations. This simplicity when combined with art of performance 

has contributed to the popularity of SVM. It comes in 3 steps that are classification, novelty 

detection, regression. As discussed in Karatzoglou et al. (2006, pp.20-22) there are 4 features 

in SVM i.e. SVM -light, SVM -kernel, SVM and SVM-path but the simplest and most accurate 

method is SVM. 
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SVM (Rdocumentation.org, 2018) is used to train a support vector machine. It uses the package 

e1071 and can be used for classification, density estimation and general regression. For 

multiclass classification with k levels more than 2, it uses one against one approach and 

plot.svm shows the graphical visualization of classification models. SVM algorithm for linear 

model is 

𝑦 = ∑ (𝑎𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖
∗)

𝑛

𝑖+1
. (𝑥𝑖, 𝑥) +b 

Where y is the term which is evaluated, xi is the linear combination of training patterns, 𝑎𝑖 and 

𝑎𝑖
∗ are Lagrange multipliers. 

2.6. Time Series and Forecasting 

Etuk et al. (2014, pp.320-327) and (Adhikari, 2018) says that Time series forecasting, and 

modelling is very important in practical domains and lot of research is going on this subject 

from years, there are many types of Time series model depending on datatype. A time series is 

a sequential set of data points which is measured based on successive times.  It’s defined as 

x(t) where t is time elapsed and x(t) is random variable. If a time series contains record of single 

variable, then it’s known as univariate, but if records of multiple variable then known as 

multivariate. 

There may be many components of time series such as Trend, Irregular, seasonal and cyclic 

and there may be 2 types of model i.e. multiplicative and additive 

Multiplicative Model:  P(t) = S(t)× T(t) × l(t) × C(t ) 

Additive Model:  P(t) = S(t) + T(t) + l(t) + C(t). 

Depending on year, month or date of month a data trend may be formed of the given dataset 

and based on the dataset’s trend the forthcoming data can be predicted of this trend i.e. data of 

next months. In this forecasting the past observation is analysed to develop suitable 

mathematical model and then the future model is predicted using previous/trained data. In time 

series data can have multiple forms and may represent different stochastic processes. Using 2 

types of forms Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) or Autoregressive Integrated Moving 

Average (ARIMA) as many time series shows non-linear patterns. A non-stationary time series 

is made stationary in ARIMA Models by applying finite differencing of data points. In 

ARIMA(p,d,q) model p is the number of autoregressive terms, d is the number of non-seasonal 

differences needed for stationarity, and q is the number of lagged forecast errors in the 
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prediction equation. ARIMA (p,d,q) model’s mathematical  formula in Hipel et al.(1994, pp-

5-8) using lag polynomials is given below 

Ŷt   = 2 Yt-1 - Yt-2 - θ1et-1 - θ2et-2 

Where Y is not stationary and θ1 and θ2 are the MA (1) and MA (2) coefficients.  A second 

difference of a discrete function (Yt-1 - Yt-2) is analogous to a second derivative of a continuous 

function: it measures the "curvature" or "acceleration" in the function at a given point in time. 

By the help of Time series algorithm in this research, the next month’s data is predicted and 

tested using our real data by breaking data into 2 sets one training set and one by which the 

predicted data can be compared and see the efficiency of prediction.  

2.7.  R-Software Overview 

According to Chandra (2010, pp.330-339) R is a free/ open source software which can be used 

installing RStudio in your personal computer and used for statistical computing and graphics. 

R has R-scrips to write the code which helps you in computing and applying numerous 

algorithms on your data. Packages are the function which are used in applying a specific 

formula on the data. Just like a function in any language every command or package has a 

specific command to be called and parameters needs to be passed that can be a number or data 

for that function. Knowledge to use the command and parameters to be passed should be clear 

as even a small mistake can show a huge difference in the results of that command. 

There are many packages in R which has more than one algorithm as Linear regression which 

consists of functions like lm.fit, lm etc.  Firstly, SVM in R was implementation was introduced 

in e1071 (Dimitriadou, Hornik, Leisch, Meyer, and Weingessel (2005)) package. In package 

e10171 svm() function provides a rigid interface for visualisation and parameter tuning 

methods. 

lm (Rdocumentation.org, 2018) is used to fit linear models. It can be used to carry out 

regression techniques as single stratum and multiple linear regression. There are number of 

arguments that can be used in algorithm, data, subset, weights, methods, contrasts, offset. 

Models for lm are specified symbolically. Typically, a model is represented by “Y ~ X” where 

Y is the response vector and X is a series which specifies a linear predictor for Y. This can also 

be as “Y ~ X1+X2” where there are X1 and X2 are series of terms. 
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2.8.  About OnePlus 

OnePlus is a Shenzhen based Chinese smartphone manufacturer founded by Pete Lau (CEO) 

and Carl Pei in December 2013. The company officially serves 38 countries and regions 

around the world as of March 2016. They have released 7 phones, amongst other products. 

On OnePlus’s official site all details are given regarding the no of mobiles sold are 1325357, 

users growth is 219%, revenue in 2017 was 1.4 billion  

 

 

 

Figure 2: New Users and community member 
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Figure 3: Revenue of OnePlus in 2017 

These are the facts given in OnePlus official site including details like phone sales growth from 

2016 to 2017 i.e.  55% which shows how many users increased and the sales of mobile phones 

increased. Now, this data gives me yearly revenue, sales and increase in sales, total users and 

increase in users in one year. I will be looking into cell-phone sales of OnePlus and not any 

other product as OnePlus have only one product that is “cell-phones”. (OnePlus, annual-report-

2017, 2018) 

2.9. Python as a language and its use for scrapping and sampling 

In Brownlee (2018, pp. 10,11,12) discusses in Machine Learning Mastery with Python the detailed 

use of Python as a language and the different packages of Python that can be used for Machine 

learning and embedded text like SciPy which is one of the ecosystems of python for 

mathematics, science, and engineering. Which is further divided into models like NumPy, 

Matplotlib, and Pandas which is very useful when it comes to prediction depending on the text, 

bag of words and embedded word’s test sets. There are many types of collection framework in 

python which can be a handful to use in cleaning the text and then making a perfect use of the 

arrays of words.  

In Myers et al. (2015, pp.83-89) its discussed that Scrapy is an open source web crawling 

platform which can be implemented in python. Using Scrapy, data can be extracted from graphs 

and data present on the current page. It uses regular expressions to extract relevant data from a 

specific XPath which is the same in every page. Spider is the class which is used to scrape the 
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XPaths and can be stored in a list or arrays which can further be used to store this data in a csv 

or database. XPath is a major element in the XSLT standard, which can be used to navigate 

through elements and attributes in an XML documents. To scrape from XPath python is most 

efficient language with predefined packages as according to communications of ACM, the 

python programming language tops the list of programming languages used to teach 

introductory courses. 

2.10. Amazon data rating prediction 

In Martin et al. (2017, pp. 1-4) is a research to predict ratings by customer review using Amazon 

customer reviews which is predicted on the base of text analysis and discussed that as a matter 

of fact now most of the customers are effectively influenced by reviews as these reviews help 

them in knowing the real facts and glitches in a product. In Amazon customer reviews the 

feedbacks are automatically expressed in numerical data which helps in knowing the exact 

stand of that product and takes decision of buying it referring that reviews. 

This research Martin et al. (2017, pp. 9-20) is based on machine learning and getting results 

i.e. prediction of rating for each review using some techniques and algorithms that are support 

vector machine and Naïve Bayes theorem where the machine learning techniques are mostly 

used after classification of text data and performing NLP on that or using algorithms like Naïve 

Bayes for classification of text.  

As most of the research is based on classification of text and predicting numerical value of that 

which is not always possible but as the review of all the customers are already given as a 

numeric value now so taking that in consideration and as an add on “helpful to people” is also 

a dependent variable. In this dissertation both rating and helpful to people will be taken in 

consideration to predict the sales of coming month and as it is not text data, so I used multi 

Linear regression technique to predict the sales of all the models of OnePlus. 

2.11. What is machine learning 

According to Awad & Khanna (2015, pp.3-) the key terminologies of machine learning are 

classifier, confusion matrix, accuracy, cost, cross validation, dataset, dimension, model, 

schema etc. ML aids in developing programs that improves the performance of the machine 

through experience and training. For which the data need to be collected the and then pre-

process which includes many phases such as using APIs or scraping the data in raw form then 

for pre-process the data there are various steps involved as  
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I. Formatting- get in a specific format such as XML, JSON, HTML which are the 

industry- standard format. 

II. Cleaning- Only the data which is useful to should be taken for the machine learning 

algorithms and need to be normalized, averaged, smoothened. 

III. Sampling- data needs to be sampled at regular intervals like year, month etc. 

IV. Transform the data- the data needs to be transformed as needed by the algorithm which 

can be in the form of scaling, decomposition or aggregated to combine multiple 

instances into a single feature. 

V. Train the algorithm- train it with small samples of data which sets some parameters and 

results expected by the algorithms. 

VI. Test the algorithm- a small number of rows should be tested if the algorithm is working 

fine and inclusive of all the parameters needed for that. 

VII. Execute- after testing the algorithms should be run on large volume of data such as 

training set which will be giving results for test sets and cross checked at the end. 

2.12. What is AWS-RDS? 

According to Amazon Web Services, Inc., (2018) began offering IT infrastructure services in 

the form of web services i.e. cloud services which can be used in the form of Linux, Windows 

and can automate codes so that it will help in getting data into RDS (Relational database 

systems). AWS is the biggest cloud platform globally currently and most of the companies uses 

it for fulfil their needs in using high end systems. 

RDS is relational database services (Amazon Web Services, Inc., 2018) which comes as six 

type of familiar database engines including Amazon aurora, MySQL, MariaDB, Oracle, 

Microsoft SQL and PostgreSQL. AWS-RDS can be used to store data in large amounts as it 

can be modified according to the usage. In this dissertation I am using PostgreSQL 

(Postgresql.org, 2018) as it’s a powerful, open source object-relational database. PostgreSQL 

uses SQL standard and datatypes as primitive, structured, document, geometry, customisation 

which includes almost whatever is needed in the extracted data from Amazon reviews. Its 

software Pg-Admin used for execution of queries, updating and alteration queries on RDS, 

uses your PC to access RDS remotely, which can be easily connected via any computer, 

anywhere in the world. If connected by tableau then fetches the real time data in it and likewise 

the charts and visuals can be seen changing. 
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2.13. What is Tableau? 

In (Wesley, Eldridge and Terlecki, 2018) its discussed that Tableau is a graphical system for 

exploration and analysis of different types of data, that can be connected to real time/ general 

datasets. Over the past several years Tableau has become a powerful component of Business 

Intelligence stack in many organisations. Tableau is an AI software which runs SQL queries 

on the tables present and can connect a structured dataset by itself depending on the primary 

and foreign key of two tables if they are connected through any means Tableau shows the 

resultant dataset. Tableau is very useful in creating visual representation of data according to 

location, numerous number and types of bar and pie charts with single and dual axis are 

available in Tableau, different statistical formulas can used for making these graphical 

representations. This software makes the work very easy and fast as Tableau can be connected 

to many data sources working on totally different databases or languages such as mongo dB, 

SQL, PostgreSQL, csv, text, pdf and many more. 
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3. Research Methodology and Methods 

3.1. Search for Amazon reviews data for OnePlus 

Firstly, searching for right reviews which are more in numbers, mostly the reviews on 

amazon.co.uk and amazon.com is less as compared to amazon.in as sales of OnePlus in India 

is more than other parts of the world i.e. more when compared to Europe or America and in 

the same way the count of reviews on amazon.in for every model of OnePlus is varying from 

8000 to 18000 depending on different models of cell phone. Taking all this in consideration I 

have selected to scrape data from amazon.in for OnePlus 5, OnePlus 5T, OnePlus 6 which has 

data of 21,927 reviews including all different sub models of these cell phone models which 

are 

OnePlus 6-Midnight-Black-128GB-Memory 

OnePlus 6-Mirror-Black-128GB-Memory 

OnePlus 6-Mirror-Black-64GB-Memory 

OnePlus 6-Silk-White-128GB-Memory 

OnePlus-5-Midnight-Black-128GB-memory 

OnePlus-5-Slate-Gray-64GB-memory 

OnePlus-5T-Limited-Sandstone-Memory 

OnePlus-5T-Midnight-Black-128GB-memory 

OnePlus-5T-Midnight-Black-64GB-memory 

As each of them has different price which will be scraped from reviews itself.  

Price of all reviews is in INR as Amazon.in uses INR in their currency  

 

Figure 4: Price in a review 
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These reviews on amazon are given only by the people who bought these products from 

Amazon and is verified by Amazon itself as highlighted in Figure 1 and hence making each 

review genuine (verified). 

3.2. What data is to be Scraped? 

A single review contains text data which is text comment or perception/feedback of a person 

about that product, as the sales of the cell phone models needs to be predicted for that text 

data will not be useful as it is very hard to predict numeric sales based on text so the data 

available other than text needed to be scrapped. 

Data which is scraped from amazon reviews is as shown in table below 

Amzid- unique id for each review 

Details- name of a cell phone model 

Author- person who wrote the review 

Date- date of review 

Currency- Rupee 

Price- price of cell phone 

Title- heading of review 

Review- text data 

Helpful to people- how many people liked this comment or found it helpful 

Rating- people marked product out of 5. 

Amazon rating system is based on five-star system where customer rates a product out of five 

according to his/her satisfaction as shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Amazon rating system 
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When many customers rate a single product then Amazon displays overall average rating of 

that product at the top of all reviews. Which gives you an insight of the performance of that 

product which can be seen in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Amazon overall reviews rating 

3.3. Scraping of Amazon data using XPaths 

Amazon allows to scrape data from their website, that is any page including reviews pages (1 

to 1000). Each page has 10 reviews and page number is mentioned at the end of this URL 

which needs to be changed after scrapping 10 reviews from this page. 

XPaths are the HTML elements on a page which needs to be checked. Mostly the XPaths 

doesn’t change in any of the reviews page and are consistent that’s why known as XPaths. By 

right clicking on a page and selecting inspect you may see elements of that page using any 

browser like Firefox or Chrome and use that XPath to scrape text it contains. XPath contains 

raw data which is not structured and needs to be cleaned before its used in any algorithm. 

I used Python to scrape XPath’s data from Amazon as python is a scripting language and 

supports all data types using html and etree from lxml package and xpath2 package in 

python data from any web page can be scrapped. 

price=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div/div[1]/div[1]/div/div[2]/div/div/div[2]/div[4]/span/span[3]/text()') 

above is an example of XPath function to get data of price from a review of any product where 

price is defined as a number and currency, which again is a raw data and need to be cleaned 

and separated as a currency and numerical value of price. 

3.4. Cleaning data stored in RDS 

There are elements in XPath which consists of plain text in it. Even the price was in text format 

which is then needs to convert into float/ decimal value to perform operations on, date like 29 

June 2018 needs to be converted in timestamp format as 29/06/2018 and then to perform some 
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specific operations using R. there needs to be three different columns for Day-Month-Year, 

also currency and price was divided in different columns (if using any other currency except 

INR). For the column helpful_to_people the text in XPath present is ‘6 people found this 

helpful’ OR ‘One person found this helpful’ OR in some reviews there in no such element 

as its not useful to anyone so likewise the integer value was given for each text and converted 

into integer as 6,1 and 0 respectively. 

helpful=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]/div['+str(cnt) 

+']/div/div[5]/div/span[1]/div[1]/span') 

helpfulnew=str(helpful[0].text) 

pos=helpfulnew.find(' ') 

 

helpful=str(helpful[0].text)[0:pos] 

 

if(helpful == 'One'): 

    helpful=1 

elif(helpful== 'Non'): 

    helpful=0 

 

python code for column helpful_to_people. 

This data is retrieved from RDS tables and pushed back in a new table after cleaning and 

converting the raw data after which no more classification or sampling is needed in this 

table’s data. This data can be downloaded in CSV (comma separated values) form and may 

easily be imported and used for the algorithms in R.  

3.5. Search for Right Algorithms 

For prediction of Sales which is the main aim of this research first need is to select the 

dependent elements which is scrapped from Amazon data and if it’s affecting the sales of the 

products which are sold in a month or unique sales of a model. 

Most popular Algorithm in R for prediction of sales is Linear regression, but if dataset consists 

of 2 or more dependent variable from which the sales are affected or predicted then even 

Multiple Linear regression can be performed as discussed in Literature review 2.4.  

In none of the researches there is just one Algorithm used as the results need to be compared 

by an equally competitive/popular Algorithm for which next model I choose is SVM (Support 

Vector Machine) which also predicts the sales depending on 2 or more dependent variables 

discussed in Literature review 2.5. The algorithm is different from Multiple Linear 

regression but may predict equivalent result and the efficiency in both the predictions may 

show small/big variations. 
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The motive of this research to use the best Algorithm which accurately predicts the sales of 

OnePlus using Amazon reviews data. 

3.6. Multiple Linear Regression performance on dataset 

3.6.1. Understanding dataset 

Linear regression models are very important part in supervised learning models amongst other 

models. For predicting a qualitative response Linear regression models are a useful tool, here 

first Simple Linear regression is used with the help of R. As different software has different 

ways to calculate the resultant output. 

Using scrapped data from dataset i.e. the data which is stored in RDS is converted and 

downloaded in a CSV file with the columns discussed in Methodology 3.2 with the help of 

library function library(help = "datasets")  

And using R getting the data into R  

data=read.csv(file.choose()) 

dataset=data[,c(8,11,12,5,6)] 

> summary(dataset) 

price       helpful_to_people     rating          month             y

ear      

Min.   :27999   Min.   :  0.00    Min.   :1.000   Min.   : 1.000   M

in.   :2017   

1st Qu.:32999   1st Qu.:  0.00    1st Qu.:4.000   1st Qu.: 3.000   1

st Qu.:2017   

Median :32999   Median :  0.00    Median :5.000   Median : 8.000   M

edian :2017   

 Mean   :33951   Mean   :  0.89    Mean   :4.458   Mean   : 6.895   M

ean   :2017   

 3rd Qu.:35999   3rd Qu.:  1.00    3rd Qu.:5.000   3rd Qu.:10.000   3

rd Qu.:2018   

 Max.   :39999   Max.   :467.00    Max.   :5.000   Max.   :12.000   M

ax.   :2018  

 

The OnePlus dataset gives date price, price, helpful_to_people and rating of sold OnePlus cell 

phone models. This dataset is a data frame with 21,923 rows and 10 variables. The row refers 

to a cell phone model and variables refer to price (in INR). People that review was helpful to, 

and rating of a review. In the output above you may see the different statistical aspects of the 
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dataset like mean, median, min, max etc. of all the variables and shows that the rating was 

between 1 and 5 with mean as 4.462 and in the same way mean of helpful to people and price 

is 0.9431 and ₹34751 respectively. 

 

Figure 7: Helpful to people VS Date 

 

By above plot, it’s visualized that there is somewhat a strong relationship between helpful to 

people and Date. 

First for running simple linear regression the same variables are used which are Rating, Helpful 

to people and Price where the price is predicted with the help of Rating and helpful to people 

variables. 

Running a Simple Linear regression model in R then distil and interpret the R linear model 

output. 

3.6.2. Performing Simple linear regression 

Commands-> 

x1=dataset[,2] 

x2=dataset[,3] 

y=dataset[,1] 

lm.fit=lm(y~x1+x2,data=dataset) 

summary(lm.fit) 
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Result-> 

 Call: 

lm(formula = y ~ x1 + x2, data = dataset) 

 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-10097.4   -972.7   -972.7   2027.3   6312.6  

 

Coefficients: 

             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept) 33615.133     78.788 426.653  < 2e-16 *** 

x1             20.150      3.745   5.380 7.51e-08 *** 

x2             71.309     17.031   4.187 2.84e-05 *** 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

Residual standard error: 2819 on 22616 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.001778, Adjusted R-squared:  0.00169  

F-statistic: 20.14 on 2 and 22616 DF,  p-value: 1.816e-09 

 

Formula Call: 

The first item shown in the output is the formula which is used in R which is lm and takes our 

variables as parameter. Simplicity of this formula is that the formula needs predictor (x1 and 

x2 i.e. rating and helpful to people) and response variable (y i.e. price of cell phone) 

 

Residuals: 

It gives all information about the coefficients of the model. In simple regression coefficients 

are the constants which shows the slope and intercept terms in the linear model. If sales need 

to be predicted, a training set need to be created of some rows and coefficients needs to be 

produced which can be further used in the formula. At last in a linear model the researcher 

needs to match the resulting line to the intercepted slope to the points in our data set. 

3.6.3. Creating Training and Test set 

As discussed above for more detailed regression i.e. Multiple linear regression a training set 

needs to be created. 
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Training set- Training set is used to train the algorithm using a part of your dataset that can 

be a small subset of your data or a bigger subset. As to train the algorithm data needs are 

higher as compared to test it so most of the best fit is to give 60-80% of your dataset in training 

set. Algorithm uses that data in different aspects to train itself depending on the values of the 

dataset so that the prediction’s efficiency should not be given up. 

data=read.csv(file.choose()) 

dataset=data[,c(4,6,9,10)] 

trainingRowIndex <- sample(1:nrow(dataset), 0.8*nrow(dataset)) 

trainingData <- dataset[trainingRowIndex, ]  # model training data 

In the commands above from the given dataset an index is calculated which sets it’s point after 

the 80% of data and save from first row to that row (Index of row after 80%) of data in a 

variable named as trainingData. 

Test Set- Test set is the smaller subset of your dataset which can vary from 20-40% of your 

dataset. Which then used to match the data which is predicted after the algorithm uses all the 

values of Training set. Mostly if the Training data is of 7 years then the test set is of 1-3 years 

by which the result of your prediction is matched to see the efficiency of the algorithm. 

testData  <- dataset[-trainingRowIndex, ] 

in this command the remaining data which is after 80% index i.e. 80% to 100% (to the last 

row) is saved in the variable named as testData. 

Multiple Linear regression on the above dataset is performed after dividing dataset into 

Training and test dataset on which the Model is Trained and accordingly the Test data is 

predicted based on Trained module, refer Data analytics and findings 5.1 for the findings 

using this model. 

3.7. Support Vector Machine performance on dataset 

3.7.1. Dataset & Importance of SVM 

Dataset taken in consideration over here is the same as what’s used for Linear regression 

technique so that the results from Linear regression can after being compared to the results of 

SVM. The advent of computers brought some very important changes in statistics which is a 

field of classification, one of which is Support Vector Machine. The goal of this technique is 

to take groups of observation and based on that observation construct boundaries to predict 

which group future observations belong to base on their observation. 

The groups that can be separated in classes where SVMs can handle any number of classes. 
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Dataset Consists of 4 columns i.e. date, price, rating and Helpful to people where sales need to 

be predicted taking in consideration rating and helpful to people columns which as discussed 

before is proportional to the sales of all cell phone models because this result needs to be 

calculated based on SVM and then compare the data to the result of Multiple linear regression 

and note the differences between both the Algorithms. 

3.7.2. Dividing into Training and Test data 

Data is separated into two types that is Training data and test data same as in Multiple linear 

regression which is 80% and 20% respectively.  Using the R algorithm to divide the data sets 

which is 

trainingRowIndex <- sample(1:nrow(thisdata), 

0.8*nrow(thisdata)) 

trndata <- thisdata[trainingRowIndex, ]  # model training data 

tstdata <- thisdata[-trainingRowIndex, ] 

In the above algorithm the data is divided into training data named as trndata which is 80% of 

the wholedata and tstdata which is 20% of the wholedata separated according to the index. As 

an addon as one column is taken as Continuous sale which is the sales added with the previous 

total sales with every cell phone unit sold. Here, relation between different elements of the data 

can be seen which are shown in Figure 8 & 9. 

 

 

Figure 8:DATE VS Helpful to people 
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Here on y axis it’s the number of people the reviews were helpful to and on the x-axis its shown 

the date ranges 

 

Figure 9 : Helpful to people VS Sales Continuos 

In this graph it’s shown that how with the increase in helpful to people the sales are increasing 

and how is it related to data in the graph above which will be able to show the relation between 

increase in sales with the increase in helpful to people, as the co-relation is not shown in that 

detail for that SVM is performed and carried on in prediction of Sales in total 

 

Support vector machine detailed Findings using the above data set is performed after dividing 

dataset into Training and test, refer Data analytics and findings 5.2 for the findings using this 

model. 

3.8. Time Series Prediction Model 

R has extensive facilities to predict and analyse time series data. In this Model, the researcher 

have created time series based on months, as dataset contains column date where there is day, 

month and year and as the dataset holds data only of a single year, data is divided in training 

and test set which mean that the time series can be taken based on days and months. As the day 

of each month can vary according to months which will also turn more complications in the 

prediction algorithm, so month is taken as the time series variable. 

3.8.1. Dataset and it’s details 

Data Used for Time series is same as that of Multiple linear regression and SVM but there is a 

difference in this data as in the previous data there was a single field for Month, day and year 
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but in this dataset, there is separate columns for year, month and day as the data needs to be 

separate because there should not be any confusion while creating the time series. As discussed 

in Literature review 2.6 and (Taylor, 2018) that to create a time series prediction first divide 

the time series according to the needs of data and prediction components need to be created as 

a vector of time series, a function to use that is defined in R as ts() which takes 3 parameters 

i.e. ts(vector, start=, end=, frequency=) where end and start are the last and first observation 

and frequency is the number of possible observation per unit which is dependent on the type 

of data. Which are of 3 types i.e.  monthly, yearly and quarterly and their frequency is 12,1 

and 4 respectively. 

3.8.2. Creation of time series 

A new dataset is taken in which month, day and year is separate and depending on that the 

dates are divided according to month. Firstly, price, month helpful to people and rating is saved 

in different variables as follows 

newdate =  dataset$month 

newprice =  dataset$price 

newrate=dataset$rating 

newhelp=dataset$helpful_to_people 

newdet=dataset$details 

As discussed above a time series with frequency 12 is created 

Function-> 

tsprices <- ts( newprice , start=c(2017, 6), end=c(2018, 6), 

frequency=12) 

above formula depicts that in the dataset’s time series it shows that the data present is between 

the period June 2017 to June 2018. 

The researched plotted and see the price chart in the created time series using command 

Plot(tsprices) 
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Figure 10 : Timeseries VS Price Plot 

You may also get detailed plot for the same or all the elements which needed in the plot with 

keeping the frequency as 52 which shows price deflection of all weeks in these years. 

 

Figure 11: Detailed Timeseries VS Price Plot/Helpful/Ratings 

3.8.3. Creating Arima model 

Autoregressive Integrated moving average (ARIMA) as discussed in Literature review 2.6 

are popular and flexible class used in forecasting future data using historical information, these 

models are basically used as foundation but before this our data fields need to be checked i.e. 

A. Stationarity 

Is the series stationary? This can be checked by plotting ACF and PACF to determine order of 

differencing needed. 
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Commands-> 

adf.test(tsprices, alternative="stationary") 

acf( tsprices , lag.max=50) 

 

Figure 12: ACF Graph vs Lag 

 

 

Figure 13: Partial ACF VS Lag 

Above in Figure 16 & 17 the Blue line shown is the mean when the lag is given as 50 then 

using these values the steps are as follows 
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Command-> 

auto.fit<-auto.arima(tsprices, seasonal=T)  # automatic way to find 

the optimized model 

tsdisplay(residuals(auto.fit), lag.max=5000) 

B. Autocorelation and choosing model order 

this gives you a minimal and maximum fit for ACF, PACF with the Residual fit Graph 

 

Figure 14: Detailed Partial ACF & ACF VS Lag and residual graph 

 

summary(auto.fit) 

 

Result-> 

ARIMA(1,0,1) with non-zero mean  

 

Coefficients: 

         ar1      ma1        mean 

      0.9885  -0.9479  34042.6351 

s.e.  0.0031   0.0061    175.9915 

 

sigma^2 estimated as 7796079:  log likelihood=-46775.64 

AIC=93559.28   AICc=93559.29   BIC=93585.35 

 

Training set error measures: 

                    ME     RMSE      MAE        MPE     MAPE MASE        

ACF1 

Training set -2.243368 2791.308 2149.655 -0.7024199 6.393098 Inf 0.

008610571 
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Here according to the result, ARIMA (1,0,1) is a good fit for the given dataset and if its needed 

to predict price depending on the created time series above. 

The estimated ϕˆ 1 = 0.9885, θˆ 1 = -0.9479, dˆ= 34042.6351 where d^ is price and are all close 

to the true values and are significant. 

Using this, prediction for next 1000 steps using upper as well as lower fit for the prediction can 

be done i.e. if the prediction deflects than what will be the max value to which prediction may 

increase/decrease. 

 

auto.fcast <- forecast(auto.fit, h=1000) 

plot(auto.fcast) 

 

 

Figure 15: Forecast ARIMA (1,0,1) with non-zero mean 

Time Series Prediction detailed findings using the above dataset after dividing into Training 

and Test sets, refer Data analytics/findings 5.3 for the findings and what are does it depict. 

3.9. Tableau Resultant Data Chart Presentation 

Using the resultant data from all the above algorithms which is dumped into a CSV file is then 

collectively imported in tableau and Different Charts based on comparison of Real Sales in Test set and 

predicted sales of all models is shown in different line charts and bar graphs which also gives a detailed 

view of whole data. Also, monthly predictions are shown of all the models and how is it different from 

each other using Dual axis line graphs. 

You may refer to Conclusion and Data analytics/findings 5.4. for the results and findings 

respectively. 
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4. Artefact Design & Development 

 

Figure 16: Artefact design 

4.1. Explanation of Artefact 

Artefact gives the flow of research in a planned way, where each step is important to be 

followed and needs to be implemented to gain the research results. In Figure 16 it shows that 

the data of OnePlus is taken from amazon reviews, while according to Martin et al. (2017, pp. 

1-4) which is a similar research where reviews were extracted in the same way but only text 

analysis was performed on the text of these reviews. which is comparatively very less efficient 

when needed to predict the sales as it needs numerical data and cannot be predicted/ forecasted 
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by just using the text analysis. In this research data such as rating, date, price of a specific 

model was extracted from amazon reviews as discussed in Literature review 2.2 and 2.10 and 

these variables are used as support variables to predict sales of a mobile (all models united for 

a specific year). the data then was stored in a table of Relational database system which is on 

Amazon Web Services, as the data stored was having many problems and then needs to be 

cleaned which is done using python pandas and NumPy packages, after that the cleaned data 

was pushed/stored in another table where the data which can be used for further analysis. 

The sales were taken of 9 different models as discussed in Methodology 3.1 and Findings 5.1 

as the reviews of all these mobiles was extracted and stored in RDS because price of a single 

cell phone model is easy to be predicted but with the launch of new models the price varies 

(mostly increases) which further increases the efficiency of the prediction. This cleaned data 

of all 9 models from 2017 June to 2018 June was extracted and then using PgAdmin (A 

software used to manipulate tables of an RDS Machine using virtual access from your personal 

computer) the CSV file can be downloaded, further which is imported in R. 

R is used to perform different algorithms on the dataset in numerous aspects such as running 

algorithm on the whole data set and getting the result from it. Explaining the results and what 

these results depict. Finding the technique to predict the result of Sales of OnePlus which are 

more relevant. Also dividing the existing dataset in to Training and Test datasets where training 

set is used to train an algorithm which produces a result according to the model and then this 

result is used to cross check with real data, how close is the prediction result from real test set, 

which is one of the techniques used in this research. The results of all these algorithms is then 

tested using tableau Line graphs and the plots which is produced by R in the form of CSV 

(shows the numerical values which are one of the functions of R). Using Tableau, the graphical 

presentations (Line, bar etc) are developed of the difference in real values and predicted values 

of all the algorithms used in this research.  

4.2. Contribution of Artefact in this Research 

The proposed Artefact is unique and needs to be followed as given, because each step is 

important and adds value to the Research without which it’s impossible to be reached on the 

result, as shown in the end 3 algorithms need to be used in R i.e. Multiple linear regression, 

Support vector machine and Time series prediction needs to be performed and then compared 

to see which algorithm is the best fit for this research. If only a single algorithm is applied and 

there is no comparison with other existing algorithm, Right results may/may-not be found and 

efficiency of other existing algorithms, which can be more/less effective depending on the 
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situations and datasets used. With the change of dataset even the efficiency is affected. A single 

change may be a reason to cause a big deflection in graphs and likewise may cause a big change 

in results. 
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5. Data Analysis/Findings 

5.1. Performing Multiple Linear regression on Training & Test data 

Multiple Linear regression algorithm was applied on 2 dependent variables that are rating and 

Helpful to people to predict price of cell phones which are directly proportional and affects 

the result of prediction 

Commands-> 

 

lmMod <- 

lm(testData$price~testData$helpful_to_people+testData$rating, 

data=trainingData)  # build the model 

distPred <- predict(lmMod, testData)  # predict distance 

summary (lmMod) 

 

Result-> 

Call: 

lm(formula = testData$price ~ testData$helpful_to_people + testData$rating,  

    data = trainingData) 

 

Residuals: 

   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max  

 -6805  -1773  -1771   1230   5240  

 

Coefficients: 

                            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)                34756.454    166.591 208.634   <2e-16 *** 

testData$helpful_to_people    22.016      9.784   2.250   0.0245 *   

testData$rating                3.066     35.827   0.086   0.9318     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

Residual standard error: 2521 on 4383 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.001192, Adjusted R-squared:  0.0007363  

F-statistic: 2.615 on 2 and 4383 DF,  p-value: 0.07325 
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As you can see this result is different from the one which was Simple Linear regression where 

even the residuals are changed i.e. the values of max min, mean and median which is due to 

change in no of rows of training set and its values. 

Coefficient -Estimate 

The coefficient estimate normally consists of 3 rows, the first one is intercept. The intercept in 

this formula is the expected value of price of a cell phone when all cell phones price are 

considered in our training set. In other words, it takes price of an average cell phone in our 

dataset i.e. ₹34756.454 which is constant for the next to be sold product according to prediction. 

The second and third row are the slopes, in this formula which can be taken as the for 1 Rupee 

increase in the price Helpful_to_people goes up by 22.016 or rating goes up by 3.066 where 

according to the mean of rating which in point 1.2 is given as 4.458 according to this 

prediction in every next 3 sale of cell phone the price goes up by ₹2. 

Coefficient – Standard Error 

In this case the coefficient variable helps us to know the average amount that the coefficient 

estimates vary from our response variable to actual response value. Ideally, a value was needed 

which is lower but according to the large data the value is dependent on many rows and can 

create a difference of 35.827 in rating and 9.784 in helpful to people. Which is good in case of 

helpful to people but not in rating. 

Coefficient – t value 

This column defined the coefficient t-value which is measured of how many standard 

deviations our coefficient estimate is far from 0 (zero). To reject the null hypothesis, it was a 

need that the value is far away from zero and by this the relation between price, rating and 

helpful to people is found. In this case helpful to people is 2.250 and rating is 0.86. 

Coefficient – Pr(>t) 

Typically, a pr value below 5% is a good cut-off point. In our model, the helpful to people 

variable’s value is around 2.2% which is a good fit and shows that this variable is related to 

price and not as rating where the pr value is 93%.  A small p-value for the slope and intercept 

shows that null hypothesis can be neglected, from which it can be concluded that there is a 

relationship between Price and helpful to people. 

Residual Standard error 

From Residual standard error its depicted that how fit is the model for your data. Or linear 

regression fit of your data according to the given output before for increase in price it needs 

22.016 increase in helpful to people and 3.066 in rating which according to this data in point 
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Simple linear regression 2.1 the error is 2819 out of 22916 which is 12.13% error means 

87.87% there is accuracy in the data according to simple linear regression but when multiple 

linear regression is performed the error increased to 57.51% which means the training data 

may have some flaws 

R squared 

R-squared is a statistical measure of how close a data is to be fitted regression in line. It’s 

known as coefficient of multiple regression.  

R-squared= explained variation/ total variation 

The value of R-squared is always between 0-100% 

In general, the higher the better model fits your data, but it depends on the dataset. When your 

dataset is big mostly the value of R-Squared is low and that is normally known by the residual 

graphs. 

By checking the plots for lmMod which is calculated in point 1.4 is shown below for  

 

Figure 17: Residual graph 

Here you may see that in this model there is more variance then expected but some of the points 

i.e. around 25% are on the same line as shown which does not show any variance and explain 

that even after low R-Squared value the variance is less than what’s came as a result 

F-Statistic 
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F-Statistic is a good indicator to show what’s the relationship or to what extent the 2 variables 

are related to each other.  The further its value is far from 1 the better the relationship is between 

two variables in this formula’s case it is 2.615 which is far then 1 and is good value according 

to the data which is used in training which is 21927 rows. 

5.1.1. 3D scatter of Rating vs price vs helpful to people 

 

Function-> 

 

scatter3D(y, x1, x2, pch = 18, bty = "u", colkey = FALSE,  

          col.var = as.integer(iris$Species), 

          pch = 18, ticktype = "detailed", 

          main ="price vs rating & Helpful_to_people", col.panel 

="steelblue", expand =0.4,  

          col.grid = "darkblue", clab = c("price", "(INR)"), 

zlab="Rating", 

          ylab="Helpful_to_people",xlab = "Price in INR") 

 

Figure 18: variable change 3D graph 1 
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Function-> 

scatter3D(y, x1, x2, pch = 18, bty = "u", colkey = FALSE, 

phi=0,cex=2, 

          col.var = as.integer(iris$Species), 

          pch = 18, ticktype = "detailed", 

          main ="price vs rating & Helpful_to_people", col.panel 

="steelblue", expand =0.4,  

          col.grid = "darkblue", clab = c("price", "(INR)"), 

zlab="Rating", 

          ylab="Helpful_to_people",xlab = "Price in INR") 

 

Figure 19: variable change 3D graph 2 

Colour change is on the scale of rating as below 
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Figure 20: Colour scale of Rating 

 

RMSE of Multiple Linear Regression Model is = 2545.238 

> print(predictionRMSE) 

[1] 2545.238 

5.2. Advanced Analysis Using SVM 

Mutate () function is used, by using the following function in R it computes and adds new 

variables but preserves already existing variables in the data. 

letstrain <- trndata %>% mutate(is.letstrain = 1) 

outcomes <- log(letstrain$price); letstrain$price <- NULL 

 

letstest <- tstdata %>% mutate(is.letstrain = 0) 

wholedata <- bind_rows(letstrain,letstest) 

 

Mutate function is used both on training and test data which helps to compute and adds variable 

in both test and train data. 

Deskew is used in R where skewness is a measure of symmetry. If skewness is negative then 

the mean of data is less than its median and data distribution is skewed left. While positive 

value is indicated as Right Skewed. 

 

deskew <- function(x){ 

  if (abs(skewness(x)) > 0.5){ 
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    x <- log(1+x) 

  } 

  x 

} 

This is the function made to calculate the skewness of our data where its calculate if the data 

is right or left skewed, while the value of skewness acceptable is between +/- 3 in our case y, 

x1 and x2 needs to be calculated  

Where  

y= price 

X1= helpful to people 

X2= rating  

Command-> 

 

summary(deskew(y)) 

summary(deskew(x1)) 

summary(deskew(x2)) 

 

result-> 

 

> summary(deskew(y)) 

   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  

 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.3507  0.6931  6.1485  

> summary(deskew(x1)) 

   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  

 0.6931  1.6094  1.7918  1.6638  1.7918  1.7918  

> summary(deskew(x2)) 

   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  

  1.000   3.000   8.000   6.895  10.000  12.000  

 

According to (George & Mallery, 2010) that the skewness of Y and X1 is acceptable which is 

between -3 & +3, but the skewness of rating is not acceptable as its 6.895 which also means 

that rating is not the right measure to use while prediction of sales. 

 A variable Ids is created to know the number of total sets using formula 

Ids <- letstest$date 
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Which divides and get to know the total number of sets in a dataset. 

  

Sparse Model matrix is being used because it adds an intercept to the data (e.g.: a column with 

all 1s or 0s). So that the 2 matrices you have are different from each other and shows different 

results as it’s not a good idea to override your dataset with the data model matrix. The formula 

used to create data model matrix is as follows: 

 

letstrainSparse <- 

sparse.model.matrix(letstrain$price~letstrain$rating+letstrain$helpf

ul_to_people, data = letstrain[,2])[,-1] 

letstestSparse <- 

sparse.model.matrix(letstest$price~letstest$rating+letstest$helpful_

to_people, data = letstest[,2])[,-1] 

 

SVM is tuned by giving best values possible of Gamma, Cost and epsilon which is very useful 

in SVM model where according to Hsu et. All (2003, pp.1-18) gamma is a positive constant 

and shows how far the influence of single example of training data reaches. If value of gamma 

is high, then our decision boundary depends on the points which are most near to that boundary 

because it carries more weight than the points which are far from your decision boundary. 

Epsilon value can be taken according to the level of classification of your data in this case 0.01 

is the best epsilon value. Cost value is set to avoid overfitting. This process of choosing all 

these parameters is also known as model selection or hyperparameter optimization. 

gamma.best <- 1e-5; cost.best <- 1e+4; epsilon.best <- 0.01 

After getting all the values of the parameters the values given above are passed, for the 

parameters in the final model fit of SVM where the model is executed, and the process takes 

a certain time to run the process and creates this model 

mod.svm <- svm(x = as.matrix(letstrainSparse), y = outcomes, type = 

"eps-regression", kernel = "radial", 

               cost = cost.best, gamma = gamma.best, epsilon = 

epsilon.best) 

The output of this model is 

> summary(mod.svm) 

 

Call: 
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svm.default(x = as.matrix(letstrainSparse), y = outcomes, type = "e

ps-regression",  

    kernel = "radial", gamma = gamma.best, cost = cost.best, epsilo

n = epsilon.best) 

 

 

Parameters: 

   SVM-Type:  eps-regression  

 SVM-Kernel:  radial  

       cost:  10000  

      gamma:  1e-05  

    epsilon:  0.01  

 

 

here the value of cost changed to 10000 and rest is same. The result needs to be predicted and 

these predictions made are based on the training data and which can later be tested on test data. 

 

predletstest <- predict(mod.svm, newdata = as.matrix(letstestSparse)) 

 

while in the function above i.e. mod.svm the model is created and trained using only Training 

data but predicting using test data which gives you set of results that can be tested using the 

formula above. 

 

Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  

  9.889  10.236  10.236  10.364  10.662  10.681  

 

The summary of prediction is given in this form where the prediction is based on helpful to 

people column in our dataset. 

In this research, the researcher created one addon that is to get all the predicted data into an 

excel sheet so that it can be cross checked in graphical representation using Tableau and can 

be compared easily by test data. All the real values depending on each month can be compared 

using this excel sheet 

 

submission <- data.frame(Id = Ids, SalePrice = exp(predletstest)) 
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write.csv(submission,"submission-svr.csv",row.names = FALSE) 

 

This creates a CSV file of name Submission-svr.csv which consists of the predicted data on 

the base of SVM model trained data. 

 

RMSE of Support Vector Machine model is = 0.2400268 

> print(predictionRMSE) 

[1] 0.2400268 

5.3. Time series Prediction  

5.3.1. Using Training and test data for prediction 

The data set is seperated into two parts i.e. Training set and test set as done in the previous 

algorithms i.e. Multiple linear regression and Support Vector Machine and according to the 

trained data here the prediction and the suited ARIMA model will be automatically created 

depending on which the next steps result is predicted. 

Command-> 

length(tsprices ) 

trainingRowIndex <- sample(1:nrow(dataset), 0.8*nrow(dataset)) 

 

trainset=tsprices[1:trainingRowIndex]  

testset=tsprices[trainingRowIndex:length(tsprices)] 

auto.fit<-auto.arima(trainset, seasonal=F) 

tsdisplay(residuals(auto.fit), lag.max=45) 

summary(auto.fit) 

auto.fcast <- forecast(auto.fit, h=500) 

 

length(auto.fcast$residuals) 

yhat=auto.fcast[1:2000] 

plot(auto.fcast) 
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Result-> 

Training and test set is divided as this is the automatic way to find the optimized model 

according to the Trained data provided to train an algorithm. As it can be seen in the Figure 

21 below how the residuals and ACF PACF lags are changed when compared to Figure 14 

with decrease in the minimal and maximal values of ACF and PACF which is towards less 

errors. 

 

Figure 21: Detailed Partial ACF & ACF VS Lag and residual graph 

summary of auto.fit 

Series: trainset  

ARIMA(0,0,0) with non-zero mean  

 

Coefficients: 

            mean 

      33938.6325 

s.e.    135.6121 

 

sigma^2 estimated as 7025294:  log likelihood=-3543.35 

AIC=7090.71   AICc=7090.74   BIC=7098.59 

 

Training set error measures: 
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                        ME     RMSE      MAE        MPE     MAPE      

MASE 

Training set -2.338236e-10 2647.046 2043.593 -0.6234941 6.058715 0.

7852026 

                   ACF1 

Training set 0.02435953 

5.3.2. ARMIA MODEL (4,1,1) 

Command-> 

fit = arima(log(newprice),  c(4, 1, 1)) 

 

pred = predict(fit, n.ahead = 12, h=12) 

ts.plot(as.ts(newprice), pred$pred, log="x",ylab="price", 

lty = c(350,365), col=c(5,6)) 

 

fit1 = Arima(log(newprice),pred$pred,  order=c(4,1,1),  

             include.drift = T) 

future = forecast(fit1, h =5000*10) 

future.f 

plot(future,type="l") 

In the above algorithm researcher has used ARIMA on price log using 4,1,1 fit for ARIMA 

then in the next step researcher has predicted the fit on the frequency i.e. 12 which as 

discussed above is used for months in time series. This dataset is predicted based on seasonal 

cycle. The researcher plotted a time series graph based on price shown in Figure 22 below 
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Figure 22: Time vs price graph 

The forecast is done for next 25000 steps and in plot of Figure 23 you may see that with the 

increase of helpful to people and other trends, even the price is increasing. If there is little rise 

in the support variables which results in causing huge deflection in price, it shows how one 

variable cause variance in other in the process of prediction. 

 

Figure 23: Prediction of price using time series 
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RMSE of Time Series model is = 2791.308 

> print(predictionRMSE) 

[1] 2791.308 

5.4. Final Findings on the base of Prediction results in Tableau 

According to above findings and the prediction results which are saved in CSV files there are 

some graphical representations prepared which will help in knowing the results in more details.  

5.4.1. RMSE Result Findings 

According to the value obtained in the results after comparing all three methods i.e. SVM, 

MLR and TS. Shows how Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the most efficient algorithm when 

compared to other 2 algorithms. As the Root mean squared error (RMSE) is the minimum in 

Support vector regression. As per Chai, T. and Draxler, R. R. (2014. Pp. 2-9) it’s good to use 

RMSE in the literature and it’s not at all ambiguous which also shows that the less the value of 

RMSE the better the performance of the algorithm is. 

5.4.2. Tableau Result Findings 

As the results of prediction depicts the same story which is also based on prediction and the 

excel sheet is the actual prediction results after training the algorithms using 80% of the set and 

the rest 20% of the results is then compared with the real data and predicted sales of all the 

algorithms of the same dataset. 
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Figure 24:Comparison of all prediction from real sales 

In above image the comparison of all 3 algorithms is shown which is segregated according to 

the months. And what are the real sales and predicted sales results. Which Presents the 

prediction from the real results for each month. 
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5.4.3. Prediction Vs real Sales Individually 

 

Figure 25: Real sales VS SVM 

 

Figure 26: Monthly Real Sales VS LR-Sales 
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Figure 27: Monthly Real Sales VS TS-Sales 

Referring the line graphs above, when compared to the predicted sales of Time series Prediction 

algorithm matches much closely than any of the other two algorithms. But as it’s a dual axis 

graph and the value-range of TS is 10 million more from real price which makes it deflective. 

While on the other side prediction of the Multiple linear regression algorithm is deviating from 

the real sales more when compared to support vector Machine (SVM). And in Multiple linear 

regression dual axis graph the axis range varies 20 million than the real sales which shows there 

is much more variation then what’s seen in the graph. 

While on the other hand it can be seen that the Support vector Dual axis graph has same value 

on both the axis and there is least deflection in this graph. 
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6. Discussion 

The researcher have used multiple Algorithms to identify predictions on Sales of OnePlus with 

the help of 2017 and 2018 data of Amazon reviews of genuine reviews only on OnePlus 

products which is consists of 9 cell phone models from which information is obtained about 

the text as well as numerical data of these reviews including each unit sae price and support 

variables which helped in prediction techniques such as date on which review is posted, Rating 

of that review and to how many people was that review was helpful. The researcher extracted 

21,927 reviews data from amazon and read more than 31 papers including book and online R 

tutorials and documentation, first choose what algorithms are to be used and then by predicting 

the dataset results in R, used RMSE to compare the result and also stored the results in CSV 

(excel file) to compare it graphically and get details with comparison from the real existing 

dataset.  

Results of each part is explained step by step and where needed the approach is changed. The 

main concept on which the data is trained and predicted is date. As the prediction of sales 

depends on the future days/months. The trends in predicted data were a little bit different 

from each other as they predicted almost the same as real data  

As discussed on previous two sections, similar trends were observed using all three algorithms, 

but efficiency differs. In SVM, Multiple linear regression and time series prediction which are 

most performant regression and prediction techniques for both single and multiple values. In 

all cases, basing the analysis and on three values i.e. rating and helpful to people which is 

dependent on date. Which makes all the algorithm much more relevant to each other as the 

dependent variables used are the same in case of different algorithms. Finally, the time series 

and Support vector machine data had been preferred over the Multiple linear regression method 

but the best fit amongst all these three models is Time Series prediction which used different 

ARIMA techniques as discussed in 3.8 which helped to predict the data closest to the real 

existing data. Also, monte Carlo algorithm is used to run the algorithm numerous times and get 

the most efficient result possible.   

Limitations: 

1. Data on an e-commerce is hard to predict but with sales price given for every unit it may 

improve.  

2. There are people using other e-commerce websites like OnePlus official site to buy cell 

phones which is not considered in this research. 

3. A review with price given wrong cannot be detected as it is not checked after extraction. 
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4. With defects of the new model (OnePlus cell phone) a sudden change may occur in current 

market which may not be present in reviews and may take a month to show deflection in 

sales and the prediction may differ. 

5. Sales from only one country is taken i.e. India and not any other region, the price will be 

affected when sales all around the world will be taken but the predictions will be the same. 

6. Efficiency is hard to test as there is no existing prediction same as this. 

7. With new sales every day the prediction is changed respectively and, in this research, the 

real data is not extracted everyday which will affect the predictions. 
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7. Conclusions / Recommendations 

In this dissertation, the researcher has read and studied about different algorithms and 

regression models to successfully predict sales of OnePlus from Amazon customer reviews 

rating and helpful to people content. To do so, regression techniques need to be used after 

determining the support variables and the models need to be trained on the dataset, which is 

then retrieved and cleaned according to needs as even the support variables need to be in 

numerical format as Regression models does not use text data to predict other numerical value. 

Three different level prediction tasks have been implemented. On one hand the reseracher have 

used the most popular regression i.e. linear regression but using this model with 2 variables in 

the form of Multiple Linear regression, the next model used is Support vector regression which 

uses the same variables for prediction in which the results are totally based on the dependent 

variables which are rating and helpful to people. Third Model used is Time series prediction 

which predicts the data depending on the seasonal cycle used in dataset using 3 different models 

in that which is known as ARIMA Models. Amongst these 3 models Support vector regression 

showed quite good results as compared to the other two models, comparison was based on Root 

mean squared error (RMSE) discussed in Findings 5.4.1 which shows that the less the RMSE 

value the better the algorithm where the RMSE of SVM is 0.24 which is the least amongst all 

models used. Next, comparison using the predicted data was performed which was calculated 

by the models and pushed in CSV file which contains the result of predictions. On the other 

hand, these files were imported in Tableau and compared by Real Sales values in test data by 

the predicted values in Tableau and discussed in Figure 24,25,26 and 27 which concludes that 

the prediction using Time series prediction model is most accurate and closest to the real sales 

data line. From Tableau reports the researcher concluded that TS prediction is the best model 

to predict sales value using matrix of data having numerical values depending on dates and 

seasonal cycle. Where Total real sales in test data is 158.578 Million INR against which 

Multiple Linear regression predicted total sales value as 144.617 Million INR, SVM 

predicted 141.08 Million INR and Time Series with the closest prediction of 166.777 Million 

INR which has difference of 8.2 Million INR from Real Sales value i.e.  on 20% data (Check 

the prepared Tableau reports for detailed Visual analysis). 

According to the tableau charts Time series prediction is the best Model which can be used for 

any product sales prediction on amazon review data. Moreover, the dataset of running cost or 

changing model price will improve the prediction results. For more refined results the 

classification models may be used such as decision tree which classifies the dataset in to 
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different classes, here it may be used for each model and the effects of that model on the total 

prediction. Use of other models such as Naïve Bayes model can be used to calculate the 

probability according to classification of classes and may give more accurate results which will 

be closer to real sales figure. 

Finally, considering the text reviews and titles many additional independent variables can be 

obtained which will be helpful in sentiment analysis and if its connected it to ‘helpful to people’ 

the sales figure could lead to a better predictive performance. 
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9. Appendices 

9.1. Abbreviations  

MLR- Multiple Linear Regression 

SVR- Support Vector Regression 

SVM- Support Vector Machine 

TS- Time Series 

ARMA- Autoregressive Moving Average  

ARIMA- Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average 

RMSE- Root Mean Squared Error 

ACF PACF 

CSV- Comma Separated Values 

RDS- Relational database System 

AWS- Amazon Web Services 

INR- Indian Rupee 

URL- Uniform Research Locator 

HTML- Hyper Text Mark-up Language 

SQL- Structured Query Language 

JSON- JavaScript Object Notation 

XML- extensible mark-up language 

NLP- Natural Language Processing 

 

9.2. Python Codes 

9.2.1. Extracting data from Amazon 

 

from lxml import html, etree 

import xpath2_functions 

import requests 

import pandas as pd 

import tweepy 

import csv 

import pickle 

import psycopg2 

 

 

#page is 

#https://www.amazon.in/OnePlus-Midnight-Black-128GB-Memory/product-

reviews/B0756YZHV5/ref=cm_cr_othr_d_paging_btm_prev_1?pageNumber=1 

#229 
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#https://www.amazon.in/OnePlus-Midnight-Black-128GB-memory/product-

reviews/B0757142K9/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_paging_btm_next_2?pageNumber=2 

#1306 

#https://www.amazon.in/OnePlus-Slate-Gray-64GB-memory/product-

reviews/B01NAKTR2H/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_paging_btm_next_2?pageNumber=1 

#1589 

pagenum=1 

 

gnt=0 

 

try: 

    conn = psycopg2.connect("dbname='oneplusanalysis' user='skanak2' 

host='testdb.cqybmhselzg1.eu-west-1.rds.amazonaws.com' password='1monalisa2'") 

except: 

    print ("I am unable to connect to the database") 

cur = conn.cursor() 

 

 

 

while (pagenum<=1589): 

    amazon_url = 'https://www.amazon.in/OnePlus-Midnight-Black-128GB-

Memory/product-

reviews/B0756YZHV5/ref=cm_cr_othr_d_paging_btm_prev_1?pageNumber='+str(pagenum) 

 

    user_agent = 'Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/67.0.3396.79 Safari/537.36' 

 

    headers = {'User-Agent': user_agent} 

    page = requests.get(amazon_url, headers = headers) 

    parser = html.fromstring(page.content) 

    tree=etree.HTML(page.content) 

    

#price=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div/div[1]/div[1]/div/div[2]/div

/div/div[2]/div[4]/span/span[3]/text()') 

 

    #currency=price[0][0:1] 

    #price=price[0][1:] 

   # price = price.replace(',', '') 

    #price = float(price) 

    #print(price) 

    currency='₹' 
    price=39999 

    cnt=1 

    frating=list() 

 

    ftitle=list() 

 

    fauthor=list() 

 

    fdate=list() 

 

    fbody=list() 

    fhelpful=list() 

    fdetails=list() 

    fprice=list() 

    fcurrency=list() 

    fid=list() 

    while (cnt<=10): 

        

rating=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]/

div['+str(cnt)+']/div/div[1]/a[1]/i/span/text()') 

 

 

 

        

title=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]/d

iv['+str(cnt) +']/div/div[1]/a[2]') 
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author=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]/

div['+str(cnt) +']/div/div[2]/span[1]/a') 

        

date=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]/di

v['+str(cnt) +']/div/div[2]/span[3]') 

 

 

        

body=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]/di

v['+str(cnt) +']/div/div[4]/span/text()') 

        try: 

            

helpful=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]

/div['+str(cnt) +']/div/div[5]/div/span[1]/div[1]/span') 

            helpfulnew=str(helpful[0].text) 

            pos=helpfulnew.find(' ') 

 

            helpful=str(helpful[0].text)[0:pos] 

 

            if(helpful == 'One'): 

                helpful=1 

            elif(helpful== 'Non'): 

                helpful=0 

 

        except IndexError as e: 

            helpful=str('1') 

 

        

details=tree.xpath('/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]

/div['+str(cnt)+']/div/div[3]/a/@href') 

                           # 

'/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]/div['+str(cnt)+']/

div/div[3]/a/href/text()' 

                            

#/html/body/div[1]/div[3]/div[1]/div[2]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[3]/div[6]/div/div[3]/

a 

 

                               # //*[@id="customer_review-R2INO3R9C2I5AZ"]/div[3]/a 

        details=str(details[0])[1:] 

        pos = details.find('/') 

 

        details=details[0:pos] 

        #details='OnePlus 6'+details 

 

        rating=str(rating[0][0:3]) 

        print(rating) 

        rating=float(rating) 

        author=str(author[0].text) 

        helpful=int(helpful) 

        title=str(title[0].text) 

 

        body=str(body[0]) 

        date=str(date[0].text)[3:] 

        id=author+date 

        print(helpful) 

        print(date) 

 

        try: 

            cur.execute( 

                "INSERT INTO amazon_data (amzid, details, author, date, currency, 

price, title, review, helpful_to_people, rating) VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, 

%s, %s, %s, %s);", 

                ( 

                id, details, author, date, currency, price, title, body, helpful, 

rating)) 

        except: 

            print("hello") 

        conn.commit() 
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        gnt=gnt+1 

 

 

 

 

        

print("hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh---

"+str(gnt)) 

        #amazon_data 

        fid.append(str(author)+str(date)) # amzid varchar 

        fbody.append(body)#review varchar 

        frating.append(rating)#rating double 

        ftitle.append(title)#title varchar 

        fauthor.append(author)#author varchar 

        fdate.append(date)#date varchar 

        fhelpful.append(helpful)#helpful_to_people bigint 

        fdetails.append(details)# details varchar 

        fprice=price# price double 

        print(currency,"hddddddddd", price) 

        fcurrency=currency# currency varchar 

        cnt=cnt+1 

    pagenum=pagenum+1 

 

cur.close() 

conn.close() 

#amzid, 

 

 

9.2.2. Cleaning extracted data and pushing in another table salesdata 
from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

import tweepy 

import csv 

import pickle 

import psycopg2 

import pandas as pd 

 

 

 

try: 

    conn = psycopg2.connect("dbname='oneplusanalysis' user='skanak2' 

host='testdb.cqybmhselzg1.eu-west-1.rds.amazonaws.com' password='1monalisa2'") 

 

except: 

    print ("I am unable to connect to the database") 

cur = conn.cursor() 

cur2=conn.cursor() 

cur3=conn.cursor() 

cur3.execute("delete from oneplus_salesdata") 

 

try: 

    #if you want to see retweets, just uncomment the below code 

    #mostly Retweets are of no use, used only for promotions and getting coupon 

codes, so i am eliminating all the retweets of any user 

    """retweets = list() 

    cur.execute("select * from oneplusscore") 

    for record in cur: 

        if(u'RT @'in record[1] ): 

            retweets.append(record[1]) 

            print(record[1]) 

     """ 

    cur2.execute("select * from oneplusscore") 

    cnt=0 

    cnt2=0 
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    tot=0 

    authrset = set() #making ist of author ids 

    model="oneplus6" 

    price=538 

    score=0 

 

 

 

    for record in cur2: 

 

        tot=tot+1 

        #only for oneplus 6 

        if(u'oneplus 6'in record[1] or u'oneplus6'in record[1] or u'oneplussix'in 

record[1] or u'oneplus six'in record[1] ): 

            if(u'RT @'in record[1] or u'discount' in record[1]): 

                print("noooooooo") 

                cnt2=cnt2+1 

            elif(record[3] not in authrset): 

                model = "oneplus 6" 

                price = 538 

                print(record[1]) 

                cnt=cnt+1 

                try: 

                    cur.execute( 

                        "INSERT INTO oneplus_salesdata (author_id, text, 

screen_name, tweet_id, created_at, positive_score, negative_score, 

neutral_score,brand,price) VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s);", 

                        ( 

                        record[3], record[1], record[2], record[0], record[4], 

record[5], record[6], record[7], model, price)) 

                except: 

                    print("hello") 

                conn.commit() 

        #only for oneplus 5T 

        if (u'oneplus 5t' in record[1] or u'oneplus5t' in record[1] or 

u'oneplusfivet' in record[1] or u'oneplus fivet' in 

                record[1] or u'oneplus five t' in record[1]): 

            if (u'RT @' in record[1] or u'discount' in record[1]): 

                print("noooooooo") 

                cnt2 = cnt2 + 1 

            elif (record[3] not in authrset): 

                model = "oneplus 5T" 

                price = 539 

                print(record[1]) 

                cnt = cnt + 1 

                try: 

                    cur.execute( 

                        "INSERT INTO oneplus_salesdata (author_id, text, 

screen_name, tweet_id, created_at, positive_score, negative_score, 

neutral_score,brand,price) VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s);", 

                        ( 

                        record[3], record[1], record[2], record[0], record[4], 

record[5], record[6], record[7], model, price)) 

                except: 

                    print("hello") 

                conn.commit() 

 

        #only for oneplus 5 

        if (u'oneplus 5' in record[1] or u'oneplus5' in record[1] or u'oneplusfive' 

in record[ 

            1] or u'oneplus five' in record[1] or u'oneplus five t' in record[1] 

and u'oneplus 5t' not in record[1]): 

            if (u'RT @' in record[1] or u'discount' in record[1]): 

                print("noooooooo") 

                cnt2 = cnt2 + 1 

            elif (record[3] not in authrset): 

                model = "oneplus 5" 

                price = 485 
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                print(record[1]) 

                cnt = cnt + 1 

                try: 

                    cur.execute( 

                        "INSERT INTO oneplus_salesdata (author_id, text, 

screen_name, tweet_id, created_at, positive_score, negative_score, 

neutral_score,brand,price) VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s);", 

                        ( 

                        record[3], record[1], record[2], record[0], record[4], 

record[5], record[6], record[7], model, price)) 

                except: 

                    print("hello") 

                conn.commit() 

 

 

        # only for oneplus 3 and 3T 

        if (u'oneplus 3' in record[1] or u'oneplus3' in record[1] or 

u'oneplusthree' in record[1] or u'oneplus three' in record[1] ): 

            if (u'RT @' in record[1] or u'discount' in record[1]): 

                print("noooooooo") 

                cnt2 = cnt2 + 1 

            elif (record[3] not in authrset): 

                model = "oneplus 3" 

                price = 433 

                print(record[1]) 

                cnt = cnt + 1 

                try: 

                    cur.execute( 

                        "INSERT INTO oneplus_salesdata (author_id, text, 

screen_name, tweet_id, created_at, positive_score, negative_score, 

neutral_score,brand,price) VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s);", 

                        ( 

                        record[3], record[1], record[2], record[0], record[4], 

record[5], record[6], record[7], model, price)) 

                except: 

                    print("hello") 

                conn.commit() 

 

        # only for oneplus 2 

        if (u'oneplus 2' in record[1] or u'oneplus2' in record[1] or u'oneplustwo' 

in record[1] or u'oneplus two' in record[1]): 

            if (u'RT @' in record[1] or u'discount' in record[1]): 

                print("noooooooo") 

                cnt2 = cnt2 + 1 

            elif (record[3] not in authrset): 

                model = "oneplus 2" 

                price = 280 

                print(record[1]) 

                cnt = cnt + 1 

                try: 

                    cur.execute( 

                        "INSERT INTO oneplus_salesdata (author_id, text, 

screen_name, tweet_id, created_at, positive_score, negative_score, 

neutral_score,brand,price) VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s);", 

                        ( 

                        record[3], record[1], record[2], record[0], record[4], 

record[5], record[6], record[7], model, price)) 

                except: 

                    print("hello") 

                conn.commit() 

 

        # only for oneplus 1 

        if (u'oneplus 1' in record[1] or u'oneplus1' in record[1] or u'oneplusone' 

in record[1] or u'oneplus one' in record[1]): 

            if (u'RT @' in record[1] or u'discount' in record[1]): 

                print("noooooooo") 

                cnt2 = cnt2 + 1 

            elif (record[3] not in authrset): 
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                model = "oneplus 1" 

                price = 349 

                print(record[1]) 

                cnt = cnt + 1 

                try: 

                    cur.execute( 

                        "INSERT INTO oneplus_salesdata (author_id, text, 

screen_name, tweet_id, created_at, positive_score, negative_score, 

neutral_score,brand,price) VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s);", 

                        ( 

                        record[3], record[1], record[2], record[0], record[4], 

record[5], record[6], record[7], model, price)) 

                except: 

                    print("hello") 

                conn.commit() 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        authrset.add(record[3]) 

 

 

 

 

 

except: 

    print("hello") 

conn.commit() 

print("count---------",cnt," and",cnt2,"=",tot) 

print(len(authrset)) 

cur.close() 

conn.close() 

 

9.2.3. Dividing date into month, year and day 

 

import pickle 

import psycopg2 

import pandas as pd 

 

 

#do this first ----- delete from  amazon_data where date like '%REV%' 

try: 

    conn = psycopg2.connect("dbname='oneplusanalysis' user='skanak2' 

host='testdb.cqybmhselzg1.eu-west-1.rds.amazonaws.com' password='1monalisa2'") 

 

except: 

    print ("I am unable to connect to the database") 

cur = conn.cursor() 

cur2=conn.cursor() 

cur3=conn.cursor() 

cur3.execute("delete from amazon_data_datepartitioned") 

cur2.execute("select * from amazon_data") 

cnt=0 

for record in cur2: 

    strk=record[3] 

    trek=strk.split(' ') 

    #print(strk.split(' ')) 

    if(str(trek[1])=='January'): 

        trek[1]=1 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'February'): 

        trek[1] = 2 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'March'): 
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        trek[1] = 3 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'April'): 

        trek[1] = 4 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'May'): 

        trek[1] = 5 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'June'): 

        trek[1] = 6 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'July'): 

        trek[1] = 7 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'August'): 

        trek[1] = 8 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'September'): 

        trek[1] = 9 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'October'): 

        trek[1] = 10 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'November'): 

        trek[1] = 11 

    if (str(trek[1]) == 'December'): 

        trek[1] = 12 

    cnt=cnt+1 

    try: 

        cur.execute( 

            "INSERT INTO amazon_data_datepartitioned(amzid, details, author, day, 

month, year, currency, price, title, review, helpful_to_people, rating) VALUES (%s, 

%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s);", 

            ( 

                str(record[0]), str(record[1]), str(record[2]), int(trek[0]), 

int(trek[1]), int(trek[2]), str(record[4]), float(record[5]), str(record[6]), 

str(record[7]), int(record[8]), float(record[9]))) 

    except Exception as e: 

        print(e) 

    conn.commit() 

    print(cnt) 

cur.close() 

conn.close() 

 

 

9.3. R Scrips to perform Regression models 

9.3.1. Multiple Linear regression 

#1st date  

data=read.csv(file.choose()) 

View(data) 

dim(data) 

dataset=data[,c(8,11,12,5,6)] 

x1=dataset[,2] 

x2=dataset[,3] 

y=dataset[,1] 

library(help = "datasets") 

summary(dataset) 

plot(dataset$rating, dataset$hel, xlab="Date range", ylab="Helpful to people") 
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lm.fit=lm(y~x1+x2,data=dataset) 

summary(lm.fit) 

set.seed(100) 

data=read.csv(file.choose()) 

dataset=data[,c(4,6,9,10)] 

trainingRowIndex <- sample(1:nrow(dataset), 0.2*nrow(dataset)) 

trainingData <- dataset[trainingRowIndex, ]  # model training data 

testData  <- dataset[-trainingRowIndex, ]  

Ids <- testData$date 

# Build the model on training data - 

lmMod <- lm(testData$price~testData$helpful_to_people+testData$rating, 

data=trainingData)  # build the model 

distPred <- predict(lmMod, testData)  # predict distance 

summary (lmMod) 

plot(lmMod)#check its awesome 

AIC (lmMod) 

actuals_preds <- data.frame(cbind(actuals=testData$dist, predicteds=distPred))  # make 

actuals_predicteds dataframe. 

correlation_accuracy <- cor(actuals_preds)  # 82.7% 

summary(distPred) 

plot(distPred)#check its awesome 

plot(actuals_preds)#check its awesome 

submission <- data.frame(Id = Ids, SalePrice = exp(actuals_preds)) 

write.csv(submission,"submission-lr.csv",row.names = FALSE) 

rmse <- function(error) 

{ 

  sqrt(mean(error^2)) 

} 

error <- lmMod$residuals  # same as data$Y - predictedY 

predictionRMSE <- rmse(error) 

print(predictionRMSE) 
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#-----------End of training data------------------- 

install.packages("plot3D") 

library("plot3D") 

scatter3D(y, x1, x2, pch = 20, bty = "u", colkey = FALSE, phi=0,cex=2, 

          col.var = as.integer(iris$Species), 

          pch = 18, ticktype = "detailed", 

          main ="price vs rating & Helpful_to_people", col.panel ="steelblue", expand =0.4,  

          col.grid = "darkblue", clab = c("price", "(INR)"), zlab="Rating", 

          ylab="Helpful_to_people",xlab = "Price in INR") 

scatter3D(y, x1,x2, phi = 0, bty = "g", 

          pch = 20, cex = 2, ticktype = "detailed", zlab="Rating", 

          ylab="Helpful_to_people",xlab = "Price in INR") 

 

 

9.3.2. Support vector regression 

 

require(dplyr) 

require(e1071) 

require(ggplot2) 

require(readr) 

require(Matrix) 

thisdata= read.csv(file.choose()) 

thisdata= thisdata[,c(4,6,9,10,11)] 

x1=dataset[,3] 

x2=dataset[,4] 

y=dataset[,2] 

trainingRowIndex <- sample(1:nrow(thisdata), 0.8*nrow(thisdata)) 

trndata <- thisdata[trainingRowIndex, ]  # model training data 

tstdata <- thisdata[-trainingRowIndex, ]  

plot(trndata, pch=16) 

plot(trndata$Sale_continuous, trndata$helpful_to_people, pch=16) 
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letstrain <- trndata %>% mutate(is.letstrain = 1) 

outcomes <- log(letstrain$price); letstrain$price <- NULL 

letstest <- tstdata %>% mutate(is.letstrain = 0) 

wholedata <- bind_rows(letstrain,letstest)  

 

wholedata$month <- as.factor(wholedata$month) 

wholedata$helpful_to_people <- as.factor(wholedata$helpful_to_people) 

wholedata$rating <- as.factor(wholedata$rating) 

colClass <- sapply(wholedata, class) 

summary(colClass) 

fillNaFactor <- function(icol){ 

  # No of levels in a given factor variable  

  temp <- wholedata[complete.cases(wholedata[,icol]),] 

%>%group_by_(.dots=colnames(wholedata)[icol]) %>% summarize(n()) %>% 

    as.data.frame() 

  ind.max <- which.max(temp[,2]) 

  temp[ind.max,1]  

} 

fillNaInteger <- function(icol){ 

  median(wholedata[complete.cases(wholedata[,icol]),icol]) # Return the median 

} 

for (icol in 1:ncol(wholedata)){ 

  # Factor variables 

  if (colClass[icol] == "factor"){ 

    l.NA <- is.na(wholedata[,icol]) # NA's  

    # NA's replaced with most common level 

    if (sum(l.NA) < 100){ # NA with ess than 100 observations 

      wholedata[l.NA,icol] <- fillNaFactor(icol) 

    } 

    # create a new level If there are too many NA's (i.e. 0 in this case) 

    if (sum(l.NA) > 100){ 
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      levels(wholedata[,icol]) <- c(levels(wholedata[,icol]), "None") 

      wholedata[l.NA,icol] <- "None" 

    } 

  } 

  # Integers 

  if (colClass[icol] == "integer"){ 

    l.NA <- is.na(wholedata[,icol]) 

     

    wholedata[l.NA,icol] <- fillNaInteger(icol)  

  } 

} 

deskew <- function(x){ 

  if (abs(skewness(x)) > 0.5){ 

    x <- log(1+x) 

  } 

  x 

} 

summary(deskew(y)) 

summary(deskew(x1)) 

summary(deskew(x2)) 

# numeric column's location saved 

numericCols <- setdiff(names(colClass[colClass == "integer" | colClass == 

"num"]),c("Id","is.letstrain")) 

# numeric columns Deskew 

wholedata <- wholedata %>% mutate_at(.cols=colnames(wholedata)[colClass == "integer" 

| colClass == "num"], funs(deskew)) 

# letstrain and letstest splitted 

letstrain <- filter(wholedata, is.letstrain == 1) %>% select(-is.letstrain) 

letstest <- filter(wholedata, is.letstrain == 0) %>% select(-is.letstrain) 

Ids <- letstest$date # Id numbers for letstest set 
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# Predictor names (is.letstrain  and Id is not a predictor)  

predictorNames <- setdiff(names(wholedata),c("Id","is.letstrain")) 

summary (predictorNames) 

# Use Sparse Model Matrices 

letstrainSparse <- 

sparse.model.matrix(letstrain$price~letstrain$rating+letstrain$helpful_to_people, data = 

letstrain[,2])[,-1] 

letstestSparse <- 

sparse.model.matrix(letstest$price~letstest$rating+letstest$helpful_to_people, data = 

letstest[,2])[,-1] 

# In columns of letstraining Matrix Check unique elements 

lenUniq <- function(x) {length(unique(x))} 

numUniq <- apply(letstrainSparse, 2, lenUniq) 

rmCol <- which(numUniq == 1) # Remove this column 

letstrainSparse <- letstrainSparse[,-11]; letstestSparse <- letstestSparse[,-11] 

# unnecessary variables Removed 

rm(wholedata,colClass,icol,l.NA,fillNaFactor,fillNaInteger,deskew); gc() 

gamma.best <- 1e-5; cost.best <- 1e+4; epsilon.best <- 0.01 

# Final fit 

mod.svm <- svm(x = as.matrix(letstrainSparse), y = outcomes, type = "eps-regression", 

kernel = "radial", 

               cost = cost.best, gamma = gamma.best, epsilon = epsilon.best) 

summary(mod.svm) 

# Predicting model 

predletstest <- predict(mod.svm, newdata = as.matrix(letstestSparse)) 

options(max.print = 100000) 

predict(mod.svm, newdata = as.matrix(letstestSparse)) 

summary(predletstest) 

# Data for submission 

submission <- data.frame(Id = Ids, SalePrice = exp(predletstest)) 

write.csv(submission,"submission-svr.csv",row.names = FALSE) 
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9.3.3. Code for Time Series Prediction 

#2nd date partitioned 

library(tseries) 

library(forecast) 

data=read.csv(file.choose()) 

View(data) 

dim(data) 

dataset=data[,c(4,5,6,8,11,12,2)] 

x1=dataset[,5] 

x2=dataset[,6] 

myts=ts(dataset[,4:6], frequency = 52, start = c(2017,6), end = c(2018,6)) 

plot(myts, facets = FALSE) 

newdate =  dataset$month 

newprice =  dataset$price 

newrate=dataset$rating 

newhelp=dataset$helpful_to_people 

newdet=dataset$details 

plot(newprice~newdate+newrate+newhelp, type="l") 

tsprices <- ts( newprice , start=c(2017, 6), end=c(2018, 6), frequency=5000)  

plot(tsprices) 

View(tsprices) 

dts=diff(tsprices) 

plot(dts) 

class(tsprices) 

adf.test(tsprices, alternative="stationary")  #Dickey-Fuller Test performed 

acf( tsprices , lag.max=50)   

pacf( tsprices , lag.max=50)  

auto.fit<-auto.arima(tsprices, seasonal=T)  # automatic way to find the optimized model 

tsdisplay(residuals(auto.fit), lag.max=50) 

summary(auto.fit) 

###### predict 1000 step ahead future data 
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auto.fcast <- forecast(auto.fit, h=1000) 

plot(auto.fcast) 

############################# 

length(tsprices ) 

trainingRowIndex <- sample(1:nrow(dataset), 0.8*nrow(dataset)) 

trainset=tsprices[1:trainingRowIndex]  

testset=tsprices[trainingRowIndex:length(tsprices)]  

auto.fit<-auto.arima(trainset, seasonal=F)  # automatic way to find the optimized model 

tsdisplay(residuals(auto.fit), lag.max=4500) 

summary(auto.fit) 

auto.fcast <- forecast(auto.fit, h=500) 

length(auto.fcast$residuals) 

yhat=auto.fcast[1:20000] 

plot(auto.fcast) 

#####Manual evaluation of ts model########### 

manual.fit<-arima(trainset, seasonal=list(order=c(4,1,1))) # fitted model 

require(tseries); require(astsa) 

manual.fcast= forecast(manual.fit, h =5000*5) 

plot(manual.fcast$mean) 

fit = arima(newprice,  c(4, 1, 1)) 

plot(fit) 

pred = predict(fit, n.ahead = 4386, h=52) 

ts.plot(as.ts(newprice), pred$pred, log="x",ylab="price", lty = c(350,365), col=c(5,6)) 

fit1 = Arima(log(newprice),pred$pred,  order=c(4,1,1),  

             include.drift = T) 

future = forecast(fit1~newrate+newhelp, h =5000*5) 

plot(future,type="l") 

# comparing two models 

rmse <- function(error) 

{ 

  sqrt(mean(error^2)) 
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} 

error <- auto.fcast$residuals  # same as data$Y - predictedY 

predictionRMSE <- rmse(error) 

print(predictionRMSE) 

 

Ids <- testData$day 

write.csv(data.frame(Prediction_cost=pred), "submission-ts.csv") 

#install.packages("fpp2") 

#library(fpp2) 

plot(dataset) 

beer=window(dataset$price, start=2017) 

plot(beer) 

decomposedRes= decompose(myts, type="mult") 

plot(decomposedRes) 

stlRes = stl(myts, s.window = "periodic") 

 

 

 


